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McKeever, the first woman to be named head coach of the united states 
Olympic women’s swim team, cannot explain how she developed this skill.

“Maybe that’s my gift,” she said. “That’s been my role on 
teams I’ve been involved in. Maybe it came naturally.”

If so, it is one of the few things in McKeever’s life that did.

From the little girl thrust into adulthood after the death of her 
father, to the gawky teenager with glasses and braces who found 
confidence in the water, to the coach who built Cal into a national 
power while her peers and even her own swimmers questioned her 
credentials, McKeever has struggled for acceptance. she married late, 
at 45, because she threw all her energy into succeeding as a coach.

“I married my job,” said McKeever, 50, at a recent Olympic swimming 
trials in Omaha. “I blew the kid thing. But I don’t think it was conscious. 
I just had such a competitive desire that I wanted to be good at this.”

now, there is little doubt she is. McKeever specializes 
in repairing broken psyches and pushing her swimmers 
to excellence in and out of the water.

she made her reputation in Berkely nurturing a burned-our 
natalie Coughlin into an 11-time Olympic medalist. More recently, 
McKeever helped the 2004 Olympian dana Vollmer recover her 
confidence after a disastrous 2008 trials in which she failed 
to make the team. At this year’s trials, Vollmer won the 100-
meter butterfly and qualified for the 4x200 freestyle relay.

“she is my coach; she is my mentor; she is my second mom,” Vollmer 
said. “It’s such an empowering experience to have someone who cares so 
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much about me and my personal 
development and how I swim.”

Anthony ervin, headed to 
London in the 50 freestyle, credited 
McKeever with gently nudging 
him back into competing after an 
eight-year retirement. ervin, a 
former Cal swimmer, trained with 
the Cal women’s team late last year.

“she inherited a very fragile 
mentally kind of persona,” 
ervin said, “and she brought 
back what it was like to swim 
for fun and enjoy myself.”

In a way, McKeever has been 
mentoring her whole life. she 
often says she has been 40 years 
old since she was 10 or 12. her 
father, the u.s.C. football star Mike 
McKeever, spent 22 months in a 
coma after an accident and died in 
1967, when teri was 6, the oldest 
of three children at the time.

 her mother Judy, formerly a 
competitive swimmer, remarried 
and had seven more children. In the 
family dynamic, McKeever often 
functioned as another parent, from 
changing diapers to, as a 16-year-
old, driving her younger siblings on 
shopping trips. By then McKeever 
excelled as a swimmer, training in 
their 25-yard backyard pool (later 
rebuilt to 50 meters) with her 
mother writing out workouts and 
often watching from a window.

“For me, sports was the 
first place I felt good about 
myself,” McKeever said.

she went on to become 
the first female student body 
president at san Pascual high 
school in escondido, Calif., and 
an all-American swimmer at 
u.s.C. McKeever graduated in  
1983 with an education degree, 

intending to teach, but she stayed 
at u.s.C. as assistant coach for 
the women’s team from 1984-
87 while earning her masters 
in athletic administration.

“In those days, she was trying 
to find if this was the occupation 
she wanted to have,” said dave salo, 
now the u.s.C. swimming coach, 
who was a graduate assistant for 
the men when McKeever was on 
the women’s coaching staff. Fresno 
state hired McKeever as head coach 
in 1987. Five years later McKeever 
moved on to Cal, where she fought 
the perception that her gender, 
not her ability, got her the job.

“The early days at Cal were 
very difficult for her,” salo said. 
“she had to work harder to be 
successful to get any kind of 
credence for her success.

“I knew she would be good 
because I knew what drove her. 
The important values that she 
had were the ones that the right 
kids in the mix were going to go, 
yeah, this is more than just about 
swimming. That’s why I think 
natalie has been so successful. It 
wasn’t just about swimming. It 
was about the big picture. Once 
she found those women on her 
team who could embrace those 
values, it was just a matter of time 
before she would be successful.”

An innovator, McKeever 
emphasized cross-training over 
relentless yardage. she introduced 
ocean swimming, Pilates and even 
dancing to workouts to keep her 
swimmers’ minds and bodies fresh.

Cal’s 2009 n.C.A.A. 
championship made McKeever 
the first woman to coach a team to 
a national swimming and diving 
title, and the Golden Bears added 
two more the last two years. she 
was named Olympic women’s head 

“for ME, 
sPorts wAs 

thE first  
PlAcE i fElt 
good ABout 
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coach two years ago after serving 
as an assistant in 2004 and ’08.

“she often finds it 
uncomfortable to be the first 
woman Olympic coach, or the 
first woman on this staff,” salo 
said. “she’s just a good coach, 
and she wants to be thought of 
that way. she wants to stand 
against anybody and go, look, 
I do this well, I do it right, I’m 
successful at it – no different than 
a man. And no man could do her 
job any better than she can.”

so why has it taken so long for 
a woman to coach the women’s 
Olympic team? Olympic coaches 
generally come from colleges, where 
not many women are head coaches. 
The latest n.C.A.A. Gender-equity 
Report, covering 2004 through 
2012, listed 39 female head coaches 
among 332 division I men’s and 
women’s swimming programs in 

2009-10. salo and McKeever said 
they knew talented women who 
dropped out to raise families.

“I’m not so sure I’ll have this 
perfectly said or perfectly accurate, 
but our sport historically has 
been a male-coached sport,” said 
Frank Busch, usA swimming’s 
national team director and a six-
time n.C.A.A. coach of the year at 
Arizona. “When you think about 
women’s sports at a high level, it’s 
only back into the ‘60s when this 
kind of got started. It takes a while. 
The men have generations of team 
and coach mentality, and women 
are just scratching the surface.”

The schedule at the trials and 
the Olympics allows only limited 
time for coaching. The team was 
picked July 2, 26 days before 
swimming begins in London. 
McKeever’s key tasks include 
choosing the order for relays and 

ensuring everyone arrives at the 
site on time. (There are more 
menial tasks, as well: she spent a 
morning during the team’s training 
camp in Knoxville, tenn., at a 
Laundromat washing swimmers’ 
sweat suits and t-shirts.)

The label of trailblazer 
makes McKeever uneasy, 
but not the job itself.

“What I wanted to do in life was 
make a difference and be a positive 
influence,” McKeever said. “There 
are some regrets, absolutely. But 
it’s been amazing. I’m incredibly 
blessed and honored, and there 
is nothing I would rather do.

“I can honestly look you in 
the eye and go, I’m pretty good 
at what I do. It took me a long 
time to be able to say that.”

At PinnACle, but Don’t CAll Her A Pioneer
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“grit – Perseverance and 
Passion for long term goals” 

by Angela Duckworth, 
university of Pennsylvania,  
and Christopher Peterson, 
university of Michigan, with 
Michael D. Matthews and  
Dennis r. Kelly of the united  
States Military Academy. 

 
  “the importance of 

intellectual talent to 
achievement in all professional 
domains is well established, 
but less is known about other 
individual differences that 
predict success. the authors 
tested the importance of 
the trait of “grit,” defined as 
perseverance and passion for 
long term goals.  grit did not 
relate positively to intelligence, 
but was highly correlated 
with conscientiousness. grit 
demonstrated incremental 
predictive value of success 
measures over and beyond 
iQ and conscientiousness. 
collectively, these findings 
suggest that the achievement 
of difficult goals entails not 
only talent, but also the 
SuStAineD and FocuSeD 
APPlicAtion oF tAlent  
oVer time.”

Article reView 
PerSonAlity ProceSSeS AnD 

inDiViDuAl DiFFerenceS.
by John leonArD

Wow. experienced 
coaches know that, and now 
research has “proven” it. 

Prominent leaders in every 
field, demonstrate the GRIt 
characteristics. And, when top 
performers are AsKed what 
separates them from run of the mill 
performance, the answer related 
to Grit is most common. Grit is 
further defined by its emphasis on 
“long-term” stamina. Coaches will 
tell you that “long-term patience” is 
also a part of the term “stamina.” 

Individuals high in grit, set for 
themselves, extremely long term 
and challenging objectives, and 
do not swerve from them, even in 
the absence of positive feedback. 

The researchers state in 
their conclusions: “Children 
who demonstrate exceptional 
commitment to a particular goal, 

should be supported by as many 
resources as those identified 
as “gifted and talented.” In 
particular, we should prepare 
youth to anticipate failures, 
misfortunes, and point out that 
the excellence in any discipline 
requires years and years of “time 
on  task.” to paraphrase Ben 
Franklin, the goal of education is 
not just to learn a little about a 
lot, but also a lot about a little. 

The convenient ability of the 
sport of swimming to completely 
and totally reinforce this quality 
of GRIt, is one of the great life–
developing forces of our sport. 

All the Best, 

John Leonard 

“to PArAPhrAsE BEn frAnklin,  
thE goAl of EducAtion is not just  
to lEArn A littlE ABout A lot, But 

Also A lot ABout A littlE.”
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What is the optimum “stroke 
rate” that can secure a faster race? 
This is a question swimmers must 
determine but coaches struggle 
with how they are supposed to 
crack this code for each individual 
swimmer. Before, it was trying to 
remember the feel of a great sprint 
and getting that muscle memory; 
however, now there is a tool, a 
waterproof metronome, to help 
swimmers find the answer called 
the tempo trainer Pro from FInIs.

The best stroke rate is thought 
to be a skill swimmers instinctively 
possess or one that is acquired 
through endless repetition, finding 
the ideal tempo during training 
sessions and competitions. 

The goal of swimming is to 
swim more efficiently, effectively 
and ultimately faster than the 
competition. As a result, coaches 
place a lot of importance on 
analyzing a swimmer’s stroke 
rate pace and distance per stroke. 
Finding the perfect equation will 
help swimmers to avoid spinning 
in the water but keep the stroke 
turnover consistent to optimize 
their performance in a race.

mAximizing 
PerFormAnce 

with the temPo 
trAiner Pro

FiniS

Brought to You BY thE ProfEssionAls At finis

Many swimmers do have a 
tendency to “spin” when they 
increase their stroke rate to 
increase their speed. Commonly, 
the swimmer will appear to move 
the water around them rather than 
moving their body forward through 
the water. The direct result is an 
overly high stroke rate with an 
inefficient distance per stroke. This 
means that it is also important for 
swimmers to keep their strokes 
long. toying with the length of 
strokes and the rate at which a 
swimmer moves their arms can 
present difficulties and confusion 
for some while they try to adjust 
to new speeds and rhythms. While 
varying a swimmer’s stroke rate 
when they are pacing is key, one 
of the fundamentals of efficient 
swimming is to keep a consistent 
rhythm, which harmonizes the 
various elements of the stroke. so 
how do coaches crack this code?

Cracking the code on speed is 
all about trying different varieties 
of arm rotations and distance 
per stroke exercises. While it 
may take people quite some time 
to learn their optimum stroke 
rate by coordinating it with their 

distance per stroke, a solution 
has been developed. FInIs 
offers swimmers of all levels the 
opportunity to home in on stroke 
rate with the tempo trainer Pro. 
This device has been developed 
to help athletes find their 
optimum speed, remain focused 
and give that extra motivation 
to reach the swimmer’s goals.

For more information and 
training sets utilizing the tempo 
trainer Pro and cracking the 
code on speed visit  
http://www.finisinc.com/blog/
workouts/one-tool-and-five-
sets-that-will-transform-your-
swimming.
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to friends, family and the many 
long-time much loved associates:

My father, Cecil Colwin, passed 
away this morning at 1:40 AM. 
he went peacefully, with my sister 
Pauline and me at his bedside. he 
would have been 86 in August. 
The burial and graveside ceremony 
will take place Monday, June 
25th at the Jewish Memorial 
Gardens, located at 2692 Bank 
street in Ottawa. We will sit shiva 
at Pauline’s home, located at 1114 
Cromwell drive. There will be 
an open house from 2:00 PM to 
4:00 PM starting Monday June 
25th until Friday June 29th.

notice oF the PASSing 
oF cecil colwin, cAnADA

Please accept our apologies 
for not keeping in better touch 
over the past few months . . . 
particularly the unanswered emails 
and phone calls. Cecil began to 
deteriorate in February, and our 
time was consumed with his care.

On behalf of the family I thank 
you all for the many, many years 
of support and friendship shared 
with my dad. As my father’s illness 
progressed it quickly became 
evident that the doctors were not 
dealing with the average patient. 
Last week after been given a couple 

days at best my father was moved 
to a wonderful hospice facility. As I 
sat with him in his new room while 
he was sleeping, his arm raised up 
from under the covers and started 
to practice a freestyle entry! I 
must tell you it was still flawless.

In his own words, he said: 
“I’ve had a great run.”

All the best,

Robert Colwin and family.
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Across sports, kids seem to 
be competing at younger and 
younger ages. Children as young as 
three, four and five are competing 
in sports such as gymnastics, 
swimming and baseball. As an 
extreme example, there is a 
competitive event called a “baby 
decathlon” in which infants compete 
against each other. Young children 
used to “play” with friends after 
school and on weekends, for a 
variety of reasons they are now 
enrolled in organized, competitive 
athletic programs. should we be 
concerned? Can a child be too 
young for athletic competition?

whEn is A Young 
swiMMEr rEAdY  
to coMPEtE?

While this is a seemingly simple 
question, it is actually quite complex 
with no easy answer. In addressing 
this question about readiness, first, 
we need to define what we mean 
by “competition.” Then, we need to 
assess readiness across disciplines 
– from a biological, sociological, 
psychological and physiological 
perspective – because, for example, a 

reADineSS For 
comPetition 

AnD the young 
Swimmer

by Jeremy boone

AthlEtE BY dEsign

young athlete may be physiologically 
ready for the demands of 
competition but not psychologically 
read. Only after readiness across 
disciplines has been examined can 
we try to answer this question 
with each of our young athletes.

whAt do wE MEAn 
BY coMPEtition? 
rEstructuring 
coMPEtition 
to MAkE it 
dEvEloPMEntAllY 
APProPriAtE.

When assessing readiness for 
competition, we tend to define 
competition strictly as organized 
swim meets where the participants 
compete against each other in 
specific events according to specific 
rules, a so called “adult model” of 
competition. A more fitting way 
of looking at competition involves 
broadening our definition of 
competition to include models that 
are developmentally appropriate. A 
young athlete may not be socially, 
psychologically, technically or 
physiologically ready for the “adult 

model” of competition but would 
be ready for and benefit from 
more developmentally appropriate 
types of competition. In the 
following section, a few ideas or 
suggestions of competitions more 
appropriate for developmental 
athletes are presented.

Keep in mind that at the 
developmental level, the important 
element is skill; it therefore 
makes sense to structure events 
that emphasize skill. In addition, 
evaluating performance based 
strictly on time is an injustice to 
our late maturing athletes that 
are at a biological disadvantage 
relative to their early maturing 
peers. Be creative in using 
different evaluation criteria or 
rewards that recognize areas we 
want to emphasize i.e., stroke, 
technique, individual improvement. 
Following are varied examples 
of appropriate competitions 
for developmental athletes:

  technique meets

  skill recitals

  do-overs instead of dQs
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   Alter events based on physical 
abilities, i.e., allow 5 butterfly 
strokes then 5 butterfly kicks

  Race strategy competitions

   Intra-squad and inter-
squad meets

  Relay only meets

  single age events

  Compete by height

   Buddy meets: pair 
younger swimmers with 
older swimmers

   Fewest stroke / stroke 
rate competitions

   swim and score: kids 
score teammates stroke

By creating developmental 
progressions for competition that 
are not part of our traditional 
rules and competitions, we are 
setting up a more sound and 
appropriate program for entry 
level swimmers to develop a firm 
foundation, a foundation that 
includes proper skill development 
and the development of self-
esteem. Finally, creating a sound 
developmental program will instill 
in children a love of swimming.

undErstAnding 
rEAdinEss

As previously mentioned, 
because the question of readiness 

for competition is complex, the 
answer is also going to be complex. 
While we cannot provide definitive 
answers regarding when precisely 
a child is ready for competition, we 
can 1) identify criteria or specific 
aspects of development that need 
to be met for the young athlete to 
be “ready” for swim competition 
(of the adult model; 2) discuss 
reasons why all young athletes 
are not developmentally ready 
for competition. Readiness issues 
regarding the areas of psychological 
and social development are 
discussed below. however, coaches 
must rely on their best judgment 
and knowledge of the swimmer to 
determine physical readiness for 
appropriate levels of competition.

   As discussed in the 
psychological development 
section, the young athlete’s 
perspective-taking ability 
develops sequentially and 
is important to understand 
because it impacts the young 
athlete’s behavior in sport. In 
regards to this perspective-
taking ability, in order to 
“compete” athletes need to 
be able to be able to see the 
world from perspectives 
that go beyond their own 
personal perspective and 
see relationships that don’t 
involve them directly. That 
is, they need to possess 
the cognitive abilities to 
take multiple perspectives 
or multiple roles. For the 

competition to be meaningful, 
the young athlete must 
be able to conceptualize 
the competition from an 
opponent’s perspective and 
engage in social comparison. 
It would not necessarily be 
harmful for the young athlete 
to compete without this 
perspective-taking ability, 
but the athlete’s motivation 
and satisfaction would have 
to be derived elsewhere. 
“Imposing a competitive 
reward structure on the 
sport activities of children 
who do not possess these 
social-cognitive skills is at 
best senseless and futile” (J. 
Coakley). Furthermore, as 
discussed earlier, research 
has identified sequential 
stages of development in 
terms of role-taking abilities 
(selman, 1976). And, it is 
not until around age twelve 
that individuals develop 
the ability to engage in 
formal reasoning and to put 
themselves in numerous roles. 
In sum, it seems that prior to 
age twelve (roughly) young 
children do not possess the 
social cognitive abilities to 
understand and experience 
the competitive process.

   Another cognitive skill that 
impacts an athlete’s readiness 
for competition involves how 
she explains performance 
outcomes, also termed “casual 
attributions.” This cognitive 
skill is important not only 
because it illuminates aspects 
of performance that can 
be addressed in training 
but also because it impacts 
the athlete’s perceptions of 
competence (a developmental 
skill discussed earlier). For 
example, an athlete can 
attribute a loss to an unstable 

“. . . At thE dEvEloPMEntAl lEvEl,  
thE iMPortAnt ElEMEnt is skill”

reADineSS For CoMPetition AnD tHe Young SwiMMer
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factor, such as lack of effort, 
and still feel competent in 
her abilities. Conversely, an 
athlete may attribute a loss 
to lack of ability, a stable 
factor, which will negatively 
impact his perceptions of 
self-competence. It has been 
found that prior to around age 
twelve, children are not able 
to distinguish between effort 
and ability in explaining 
successes and failures. These 
young athletes, therefore, do 
not have the attributional 
abilities to accurately 
assess competence based on 
competitive performances. 
“These developmental shifts 
in casual reasoning influence 
not only how children of 
different ages will assess 
their competence based on 
performance outcomes but 
also how they will respond 
emotionally to those 
outcomes, what their future 
performance aspirations and 
success expectancies will be, 
and how they will approve or 
disapprove of other children 
based on those children’s 
outcomes” (Passer, 1987).

   In trying to determine a 
young athlete’s readiness 
for competition, we also 
need to assess if the athlete 
has the coping skills to 
deal with the demands and 
challenges inherent in the 
competitive environment. 
some of these demands 
and challenges may include 
dealing with success and 
failure, managing time and 
energy at the competition, 
getting dQ’d, and performing 
in front of others. A young 
athlete who is found in tears 
after a race may not have 
the coping skills to deal with 
competition and is therefore 
not “ready” for competition. 

Coaches need to monitor how 
the young athlete copes with 
various situations in practice 
to determine if she has the 
coping skills to deal with 
the increased demands and 
challenges of competition. 
use “teachable moments” in 
practice to help the athlete 
acquire coping skills.

   There is a developmental 
need for social comparison 
beginning around five-six 
years of age. Yet, the above 
comments suggest that 
young athletes may not be 
ready for competition (adult 
model) until eleven-twelve 
years. We need to think 
about how we can fulfill this 
need for social comparison 
without adding additional 

stress/pressure that the 
athletes may not be ready 
for. We need to be creative 
in structuring opportunities 
for “healthy comparison.”

now, back to our original 
question “can a child be too young 
for competition?” The answer would 
be “yes” is we are strictly referring 
to competition as competition of 
the adult model (i.e., organized 
swim meet) because, as has been 
discussed, young athletes often do 
not have the psychological, social 
and physical skills necessary for the 
competitive environment. however, 
if we structure competition to make 
it developmentally appropriate 
for these young athletes, they 
can benefit from the experience 
and develop the skills to prepare 
themselves for competition. 
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As the soviet union prepared 
to launchsputnik 56 years 
ago, Rod harman launched a 
career of training swimmers 
in Beaverton schools. 

he’s not an imposing figure. he 
doesn’t reach 6 feet tall, and his 
sparkling eyes reveal a jokester. But 
harman has a surprisingly strong 
handshake for an 85-year-old. 

The Beaverton resident, who 
could pass for a 60-year-old and 
has the energy of a 30-year-old, has 
helped coach three Olympians, 62 
All-American high school swimmers 
and brought home numerous state 
high school championships. 

he started the tualatin 
hills swim Club and has a 
swimming center named after 
him on scholls Ferry Road. 

In July, harman will be 
immortalized in the national 
high school hall of Fame during 
a ceremony in tennessee. 

Whether his students had 
a learned or an innate ability, 
harman figured out how to 
motivate swimmers. “You 
learn to read kids,” harman 
said. “They need to know what 
they have the ability to do.” 

long-time beaverton 
swim coach rod harman 
named to the national 

high School hall of Fame
by wenDy owen

thE orEgoniAn 

Friends describe him as a 
humble man who appreciates 
the accolades, but he doesn’t 
coach for the prizes and praise. 

he pulled a laminated 
letter from a file and slid it 
across the table. “This is the 
reason I coach,” he said. 

It’s a simple but heartfelt letter 
of thanks from Karen huan, 
who swam for harman during 
her four years at southridge 
and graduates this year. 

she gave him the card during 
the annual sports banquet after 
swimming season ended this year. 
“he laminated it?” huan said. 

she wrote him the letter, she 
said, because, “After four years, I 
realized it was the last time I would 
swim in high school, and the last 
time I would swim for Rod. It made 
me reflect on how swimming has 
helped me and how Rod had helped 
me. he was a fantastic coach. I 
think it was his sense of humor and 
his ability to relate to everyone.” 

harman is winding down his 
coaching, which means only that 
he’s stepping down as head coach 
at southridge. he will continue 
as an assistant coach and spend 
the offseason, as usual, working 
pool rehab with injured athletes 
and coaching club swimming. 

“EvErY dAY is soMEthing nEw.  
i wAlk AwAY A BEttEr coAch  

And A BEttEr PErson.”

       — tinA Munch
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swiMMing At AgE 5
harman was born in 1927 

and spent his younger years in 
Iowa, where he learned to swim 
in a baptism assembly area 
in the Iowa River at age 5. 

“We lived in the water,” he said, 
referring to his brother and himself. 

In 1942, his parents, who had 
met in Chicago where they both 
worked as telegraph operators, 
moved the family to hillsboro. 

harman enlisted in the u.s. 
navy a month before World 
War II ended and enlisted, 
again, during the Korean War 
but never saw combat. 

he swam the butterfly for the 
university of Oregon team. harman 
said he was a decent swimmer but 
he could have been better. The 
team’s coach left, and harman 
struggled with motivation. 

“I never pushed myself,” he said. 

since then, he said, “I’ve wanted 
to maximize people’s abilities.” 

he has coached nearly every 
sport, including football, water 
polo, wrestling, track and 
cheerleading. he spent 38 years 
coaching at Beaverton high school 
before moving to Aloha for a decade 
and southridge for the past eight 
years. When he wasn’t coaching, he 
taught social studies at Beaverton 
high school for three decades. 

Of the thousands of kids 
harman has coached during the 
past five decades, some have gone 
on to become regional, state and 
national champions. he numbers 
a few Olympians among his 
swimmers as well, but harman 
takes no credit for their abilities. 

Among them is Carolyn Wood, 
who was 14 when she won her 
gold medal in freestyle in the 
summer of 1960, a few months 
after she joined the freshman 
team at Beaverton high school 
under harman. Most of her 
Olympic training was through 
the Multnomah Club, she said. 

Wood became harman’s 
assistant coach her senior year. 

“he has an uncanny ability to 
read everybody,” she said. “I think 
every kid felt they were cared for.” 

knowing thE liMits 
In addition, Wood said, harman 

understood the physics of coaching, 
knowing exactly how far to push 
athletes in training before releasing 
them, called tapering. “he would 
taper these kids ... drop their times 
by seven seconds. I found I was 
able to improve my time,” said 
Wood, who later taught english 
at Beaverton high school. 

“When you’ve been around a 
sport for that long, you’ve seen 
everything under the sun,” said 
Bryan sorenson, southridge 
high school athletic director. 
“he just has a way of getting 
the most out of the kids.” 

tina Munch coaches with 
harman at southridge, but does 
so only because she can work with 
him. she plans to leave when he ends 
his coaching career at the school. 

Munch graduated in 1998 
from Aloha high, where she swam 
for harman. she also coaches 
the nike ninjas swim team. 

“I have learned so much from 
him,” she said. “every day is 
something new. I walk away a 
better coach and a better person.” 

no one can remember 
harman losing his temper 
with kids. he prefers using 
humor. emma Marquard, 16, a 
sophomore at Jesuit high calls 
him “literally, the nicest person.” 

Marquard swims for harman 
as part of a local club. “You want 
to do well to please him,” she said. 

Marquard’s mom, Julie, said the 
coach seems to sense the moods 
of her daughter and her friend. 

“sixteen-year-old girls are 
not in the same mood every 
day,” she said. “If they’re down, 
he’ll get them picked up and 
going. he’s very intuitive. he 
seems to relish the energy and 
the optimism the kids have.” 

But Munch said harman gets a 
little distracted and down around 
Christmas time, which is when his 
wife, Barbara, a math teacher at 
Aloha high, died 12 years ago. “she 
was the love of his life,” Munch said. 

Coaching helped him through 
her death, harman said. 

harman may be stepping down 
to assistant coach at southridge, 
but he has no plans to slow down. 
Likely, he’ll go for a four-mile 
walk, a half-hour swim and lift 
weights by the end of the day. 

he doesn’t actually like 
swimming, but he knows the health 
benefits and spent months last year 
swimming with one arm after he 
dislocated his shoulder in a fall. 

What’s the secret to good 
health and happiness? 

“Good genes,” harman said. 
“I get them at Costco.” 

long-tiMe beAverton SwiM CoACH roD HArMAn
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Bev Ball and swimming are 
synonymous. And for that matter, 
Abilene, texas and Bev Ball go hand 
in hand as well. After attending 
college at north texas, she began 
a coaching career in Abilene 
that will span into its 59th year 
during the 2010-11 school year.

Prior to starting McMurry 
university’s swim program in 
2000, Ball had a brief three-
year coaching and teaching stint 
at Jefferson Middle school 
in Abilene before spending 46 
years (1954-2000) at Abilene 
high and Cooper high school 
as swim coach for both teams.

Longevity has been Ball’s 
mainstay, and after her “retirement” 
from the Abilene Independent 
school district, she enters her 
11th season as head men’s 
and women’s swim coach for 
McMurry at the college level.

Because of her dedication and 
loyalty to the area, her programs, 
students and student-athletes, 
Ball has earned recognition 
in many different areas.

For the 1997-98 school year, 
the regional Fox sports tV 
affiliate named Ball the Fox sports 
southwest “Coach Who Makes 
A difference.:” From there, she 
was awarded the Theron Pickle 
Outstanding Achievement Award 
by texas high school swim 
coaches in 1998. In 1999, Ball was 

honorS  
beV bAll

named the Chuck Mosier Girls 
Coach of the Year, named after 
Mosier the legendary Abilene 
high football coach who won 
three state championships.

In 2003, she was inducted into 
the Big Country Athletic hall of 
Fame for her service to Abilene high 
and Cooper. to celebrate 55 years 
of coaching in the Abilene area, 
mayor norm Archibald declared 
June 10, 2006 as Bev Ball day in 
the City of Abilene where she was 
honored at McMurry university 
in front of hundreds of former 
athletes, colleagues and friends.

At McMurry, she conducts 
two nCAA division III teams that 
swim independent of a conference. 
however, she’s been able to prove 

her standing at the national level 
as she’s coached national qualifiers 
Justin schultz and hillary Poole. 
despite their independence, many of 
the nCAA division III independent 
schools gather at the conclusion 
of the regular season to form 
their own “conference” meet.

From year to year, at that meet 
named the Liberal Arts swimming 
and diving Championships, 
McMurry makes its presence 
known. Ball coached three women 
who will return to the squad in 
2010-2011 that won individual 
titles in erin Johnson, Alex 
Altstaetter and Amber Perkins. 

to cElEBrAtE 55 YEArs of  
coAching in thE ABilEnE ArEA,  

MAYor norM ArchiBAld dEclArEd  
junE 10, 2006 As BEv BAll dAY  

in thE citY of ABilEnE
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Why have you been so successful 
in reaching some of your goals, 
but not others? If you aren’t sure, 
you are far from alone in your 
confusion. It turns out that even 
brilliant, highly accomplished 
people are pretty lousy when it 
comes to understanding why they 
succeed or fail. The intuitive answer 
— that you are born predisposed 
to certain talents and lacking in 
others — is really just one small 
piece of the puzzle. In fact, decades 
of research on achievement 
suggests that successful people 
reach their goals not simply 
because of who they are, but more 
often because of what they do.

1. gEt sPEcific. 
When you set yourself a goal, 

try to be as specific as possible. 
“Lose 5 pounds” is a better goal 
than “lose some weight,” because 
it gives you a clear idea of what 
success looks like. Knowing exactly 
what you want to achieve keeps you 
motivated until you get there. Also, 
think about the specific actions 
that need to be taken to reach 
your goal. Just promising you’ll 
“eat less” or “sleep more” is too 
vague — be clear and precise. “I’ll 
be in bed by 10pm on weeknights” 
leaves no room for doubt about 
what you need to do, and whether 
or not you’ve actually done it.

nine thingS  
SucceSSFul PeoPle 

Do DiFFerently
by heiDi grAnt hAlVorSon

2. sEizE thE  
MoMEnt to Act  
on Your goAls. 

Given how busy most of us are, 
and how many goals we are juggling 
at once, it’s not surprising that 
we routinely miss opportunities 
to act on a goal because we simply 
fail to notice them. did you really 
have no time to work out today? 
no chance at any point to return 
that phone call? Achieving your 
goal means grabbing hold of 
these opportunities before they 
slip through your fingers.

to seize the moment, decide 
when and where you will take each 
action you want to take, in advance. 
Again, be as specific as possible 
(e.g., “If it’s Monday, Wednesday, 
or Friday, I’ll work out for 30 
minutes before work.”) studies 
show that this kind of planning 
will help your brain to detect and 
seize the opportunity when it 
arises, increasing your chances 
of success by roughly 300%.

3. know ExActlY 
how fAr You  
hAvE lEft to go. 

Achieving any goal also requires 
honest and regular monitoring of 
your progress — if not by others, 
then by you yourself. If you don’t 
know how well you are doing, you 

can’t adjust your behavior or your 
strategies accordingly. Check your 
progress frequently — weekly, or 
even daily, depending on the goal.

4. BE A rEAlistic 
oPtiMist. 

When you are setting a goal, by 
all means engage in lots of positive 
thinking about how likely you are 
to achieve it. Believing in your 
ability to succeed is enormously 
helpful for creating and sustaining 
your motivation. But whatever 
you do, don’t underestimate how 
difficult it will be to reach your 
goal. Most goals worth achieving 
require time, planning, effort, 
and persistence. studies show 
that thinking things will come 
to you easily and effortlessly 
leaves you ill-prepared for the 
journey ahead, and significantly 
increases the odds of failure. 

5. focus on gEtting 
BEttEr, rAthEr 
thAn BEing good. 

Believing you have the ability 
to reach your goals is important, 
but so is believing you can get the 
ability. Many of us believe that 
our intelligence, our personality, 
and our physical aptitudes are 
fixed — that no matter what we 
do, we won’t improve. As a result, 
we focus on goals that are all about 
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proving ourselves, rather than 
developing and acquiring new skills.

Fortunately, decades of research 
suggest that the belief in fixed ability 
is completely wrong — abilities of 
all kinds are profoundly malleable. 
embracing the fact that you can 
change will allow you to make better 
choices, and reach your fullest 
potential. People whose goals 
are about getting better, rather 
than being good, take difficulty in 
stride, and appreciate the journey 
as much as the destination.

6. hAvE grit. 
Grit is a willingness to commit 

to long-term goals, and to persist 
in the face of difficulty. studies 
show that gritty people obtain more 
education in their lifetime, and earn 
higher college GPAs. Grit predicts 
which cadets will stick out their 
first grueling year at West Point. 
In fact, grit even predicts which 
round contestants will make it to at 
the scripps national spelling Bee.

The good news is, if you aren’t 
particularly gritty now, there is 
something you can do about it. 
People who lack grit more often 
than not believe that they just don’t 
have the innate abilities successful 
people have. If that describes your 
own thinking .... well, there’s no way 
to put this nicely: you are wrong. 
As I mentioned earlier, effort, 
planning, persistence, and good 
strategies are what it really takes to 
succeed. embracing this knowledge 
will not only help you see yourself 
and your goals more accurately, 
but also do wonders for your grit.

7. Build Your 
willPowEr MusclE. 

Your self-control “muscle” is 
just like the other muscles in your 
body — when it doesn’t get much 

exercise, it becomes weaker over 
time. But when you give it regular 
workouts by putting it to good 
use, it will grow stronger and 
stronger, and better able to help 
you successfully reach your goals.

to build willpower, take on a 
challenge that requires you to do 
something you’d honestly rather 
not do. Give up high-fat snacks, do 
100 sit-ups a day, stand up straight 
when you catch yourself slouching, 
try to learn a new skill. When you 
find yourself wanting to give in, 
give up, or just not bother — don’t. 
start with just one activity, and 
make a plan for how you will deal 
with troubles when they occur 
(“If I have a craving for a snack, I 
will eat one piece of fresh or three 
pieces of dried fruit.”) It will be 
hard in the beginning, but it will get 
easier, and that’s the whole point. 
As your strength grows, you can 
take on more challenges and step-
up your self-control workout.

8. don’t tEMPt fAtE. 
no matter how strong your 

willpower muscle becomes, it’s 
important to always respect the 
fact that it is limited, and if you 
overtax it you will temporarily run 
out of steam. don’t try to take on 
two challenging tasks at once, if you 
can help it (like quitting smoking 
and dieting at the same time). 
And don’t put yourself in harm’s 
way — many people are overly-
confident in their ability to resist 
temptation, and as a result they 
put themselves in situations where 
temptations abound. successful 
people know not to make reaching 
a goal harder than it already is.

9. focus on whAt 
You will do, not 
whAt You won’t do. 

do you want to successfully 
lose weight, quit smoking, or put 
a lid on your bad temper? Then 
plan how you will replace bad 
habits with good ones, rather than 
focusing only on the bad habits 
themselves. Research on thought 
suppression (e.g., “don’t think 
about white bears!”) has shown that 
trying to avoid a thought makes 
it even more active in your mind. 
The same holds true when it comes 
to behavior — by trying not to 
engage in a bad habit, our habits get 
strengthened rather than broken.

If you want to change your ways, 
ask yourself, What will I do instead? 
For example, if you are trying to 
gain control of your temper and 
stop flying off the handle, you might 
make a plan like “If I am starting to 
feel angry, then I will take three deep 
breaths to calm down.” By using 
deep breathing as a replacement for 
giving in to your anger, your bad 
habit will get worn away over time 
until it disappears completely.

It is my hope that, after reading 
about the nine things successful 
people do differently, you have 
gained some insight into all the 
things you have been doing right 
all along. even more important, 
I hope are able to identify the 
mistakes that have derailed you, 
and use that knowledge to your 
advantage from now on. Remember, 
you don’t need to become a 
different person to become a more 
successful one. It’s never what 
you are, but what you do. 

Heidi grant Halvorson, Ph.D. is a 
motivational psychologist, and author of 
the new book Succeed: How we Can reach 
our goals (Hudson Street Press, 2011). She 
is also an expert blogger on motivation 
and leadership for Fast Company and 
Psychology today. Her personal blog, the 
Science of Success, can be found at www.
heidigranthalvorson.com. Follow her on 
twitter @hghalvorson.
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The other day, I found myself 
in a small glass room with an 
honest-to-goodness nobel laureate. 
This came to pass because a week 
earlier I had told the members of 
the Wellesley high school class of 
2012 that they are not special. While 
the well-meant attentions of their 
parents and the advantages they’ve 
enjoyed (or taken for granted) might 
have led them to think otherwise, 
none of them, I said, matters more 
than anyone else, because everyone 
is special, everyone matters—all 
6.8 billion of us. simple logic, 
really. Along the way I tried to give 
them a few laughs, some thoughts 
to ponder, and, at the end, an 
exhortation to make for themselves, 
and for the rest of us, extraordinary 
lives, abundant in energy and 
guided by a spirit of selflessness. 
It was a lovely ceremony, and 
the speech was well received.

  But I did not know the electronic 
world was watching. taking lines 
out of context, sensationalizers 
started a wildfire. Attention came 
my way from a million directions, 
nearly all of it, for one reason or 
another, enthusiastically positive. 
My email inbox exploded. My phone 
rang and rang. Radio, television, 
and newspapers from around the 
world wanted to speak with me. 
Bloggers, tweeters, talk-show hosts, 

you’re not 
SPeciAl

by DAViD mccullough Jr.

nEwswEEk

After my commencement speech  
that stunned America.

and callers opinionized. Orioles 
fans wagged fingers at me. Religious 
people reminded me that all of God’s 
children are special. Limousines 
whisked me to interviews near 
and far. For a middle-aged high-
school teacher and suburban dad, 
it has been a dizzying experience.

enter the nobel laureate: 
economist and New York Times 
columnist Paul Krugman. We spent 
half an hour sitting a few feet apart, 
each awaiting his turn on CBS This 
Morning. he was busy at his laptop. 
I was busy being nervous. We did 
not speak to one another. he is a 
smallish man, I can report, with a 
gray beard, a professorial mien, and 
sensible shoes. he is also, as we all 
know, powerfully smart, supremely 
accomplished, hugely influential.

And I’m willing to bet he never 
went to lacrosse camp. Or to a four-
day tourney of any kind in Orlando.

In fact, I’ll bet he never even went 
to economics camp or sat three 
afternoons a week at age 12 with 
an economics tutor. And, further, 
I suspect his wonderfulness was 
not celebrated when he had been 
something less than wonderful. I’ll 
guess neither his anxious mom nor 
a $100-an-hour tutor helped him 
with a lightly plagiarized 10th-
grade Middlemarch paper; nor did 

his parents encourage him to pack 
his résumé with papier-mâché. 
he did not, I’ll bet, endure a six-
week intensive sAt prep class or 
snort Adderall before sitting to 
take the test. Probably his parents 
did not hire a pricey consultant to 
shepherd him through the college-
application process; nor did they 
lean on his teachers to let him retake 
tests on which he did poorly, or, 
better, to just change an unwelcome 
grade because the, um, cat died.

Rather, I’ll guess Krugman 
discovered an interest in economics 
at some point in school. Perhaps 
it came upon him when he was 
thinking about other things. 
Probably it ignited in tinder 
gathered from his observations 
of the world around him in his 
meanderings as a kid. Most likely 
he encountered struggles in a 
class or two and buckled down 
and persevered. Maybe someone 
challenged one of his suppositions, 
identified a flaw in his reasoning, 
a deficiency in his research. Likely 
someone offered, with little regard 
for his self-esteem, a criticism of 
something he had written. And I’m 
guessing he carried on because he 
enjoyed learning—and might have 
forged ahead anyway as a matter 
of principle had he not. Probably 
he worked hard for a long time with 
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no sign of external reward. For 
none of this did he feel particularly 
heroic. Or special. And I’ll guess 
over time he came to realize the toil 
had become a pleasure, then a joy, 
then a way of life, perhaps even 
an inextricable part of his being.

I am a teacher. When I speak, a 
few dozen teenagers listen ... usually. 
With good reason I anticipate no 
nobels—but I take unceasing delight 
in kids, I believe in them and in 
what we do together, and evidence 
suggests that after more than two 
decades I’m not so bad at it. But I 
chanced upon the job. no boyhood 
reverie or parental path-charting 
headed me in that direction. I’d had 
no formal training for it, had taken 
no classes aimed at it, no tutorials, 
no weekend seminars. I did not go 
to teacher camp. Instead, long ago 
I found myself in a city far from 
home (honolulu) with a thin wallet 
and little cause to be picky. A good 
man at Punahou school took a 
chance on me. And in those first few 
years I was not especially terrific. 
This alone served to suggest to me 
the enterprise might be worthwhile. 
A few among the brass wondered 
if I had what it took. But they were 
patient, I stuck to it, paid attention, 
and learned. And today I prize 
what I do all the more because once 
upon a time it didn’t come easy.

now I’m the father of four 
and find myself subject to the 
same impulses and cultural 
encouragements that influence 
other parents of means. I’ve taken 
a daughter to soccer tournaments 
across the country. I’ve dropped 
a son off for sAt tutoring. I’ve 
sweated college applications and 
paid significant money to hear the 
first 40 seconds of Clair de Lune 
coaxed from an obstinate upright 
again and again. And I too have 
struggled to decide what is best for 
my children, and have not always 
resisted the merely expedient. But I 

know when to stay out of the way—
and when I don’t, I respect the 
right of my children to tell me so.

And while they’re special to me 
beyond expression, I recognize my 
kids—like my students—are no 
more or less important than anyone 

else’s, no more or less deserving of 
happy, productive lives, lives that 
shake a joyous fist at mortality, lives 
that matter beyond themselves. 
They know it, nobels or no nobels.

I wonder what Krugman might 
think. Probably I should have asked. 

You’re not SPeCiAl



In hard economic times, you need to  
take advantage of every opportunity  
to increase your revenue . . .  
as a business and personally. 

SwimAmericaTM will make your Learn to 
Swim business more profitable and put 
more properly prepared swimmers on your 
swim team . . . which reaps long-term 
financial rewards. If you don’t have a Learn 
to Swim program with your swim team, 
you’re missing the greatest potential revenue 
available to a swim coach . . . So start your 
own SwimAmericaTM program today!

Join over 800 of the top teams in  
the USA operating a SwimAmericaTM  
Learn to Swim program. 

SwimAmericaTM is very excited to have 
Arena athlete and Olympic Champion Janet 
Evans as our official spokesperson. We look 
forward to working with Janet to make 
the best possible learn to swim experience 
available in America today.

“I’m very excited to be a part of 
SwimAmericaTM. I began swimming at age 
2 and have participated in youth programs 
my whole life. I have two children of my 
own and fully understand the importance of 
developing young swimmers the right way 
and in the best environment. SwimAmericaTM 
truly offers these qualities.”  
   - Janet Evans

Call us today at 1-800-356-2722 to learn how YOU can 
become a SwimAmericaTM Program Director and start your 

new business. When you call, ask to speak with Julie Nitti.



From the netflix Corporation...

“We develop people 
by giving them the 
opportunity to develop 
themselves, by surrounding 
them with stunning 
colleagues and giving them 
big challenges to work on.” 

Mediocore colleagues 
or unchallenging work 
is what kills progress of 
a person’s skill set. 

This speaks to the 
culture of teams. 

here’S A wonDerFul  
iDeA For eVery teAm

by John leonArD

Good teams are made up of 
people who work hard to develop 
their skills; people to whom good 
must be made better and better 
made best. In the process, they 
become “stunning colleagues,” 
which translates to peers that all of 
us admire and respect and seek to 
emulate. What better environment 
for your child to grow up in? 

The second thought is also 
important. The only route to 
personal growth is through 
uncomfortable terrain. We 
stretch and grow only when we 
are striving to the maximum 

of our ability….what author and 
skill learning scientist dr. Anders 
ericcson of Florida state university 
calls “purposeful practice”. . . 
practice that challenges our every 
faculty with the intensity of effort 
required . . . be it a piano piece, 
or swimming the 200 fly well.  

The team, the coach, that 
fails to challenge their members 
appropriately, will fail to see 
significant improvement in them 
as people, or as swimmers. 

dream BIG dreams, do big work, 
experience BIG growth and success. 



Do you have a college bound 
swimmer but don’t know how 

to guide him or her?

call us at 800-356-2722 to order your copy today!

understanding the difference between 
division I, II and III schools 

do you understand the nCAA, nAIA,  
or nJCAA process? 

do you know what an nLI is?

College names and coach contacts are 
available in this book along with tuition 
information and their school’s fastest 
times for that prior season before going 
to print on this book.

only $30, 
includes  

uS shipping
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GetÊTheÊSuperiorÊPoolÊInteriorTMÊÊÊFromÊRenoSys¨Ê

Trying to keep your pool facilities open, watertight and attractive can drain your budget – especially if you’re dealing with a leaky pool.  If 
you’re planning new construction or renovation - specify RenoSys, The Superior Pool Interior.TM  RenoSys will help keep your pools open 

and looking great for decades. Unlike fiberglass, paints and epoxy coatings, RenoSys does not depend upon a mechanical bond with 
your old pool shell, allowing it to expand and contract with the freeze thaw cycle making even existing cracks and cold joints completely 

watertight. RenoSys has a full complement of integrated products and systems designed to renovate and build new commercial pool 
facilities.  Give us a call today for a free, no obligation quotation and ideas on how to solve your pool problems.

800.783.7005Ê¥Êwww.renosys.comÊ¥Êinfo@renosys.com

CallÊforÊyourÊfreeÊsample!


